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Photos and text by Doug Clark

June 11 - July 2, 2003

To go or not to go... that is the question. Tugged in both directions, the logical side had gained 
the advantage, and I had almost given up on the idea. I did not feel good about leaving elderly 
parents for such a long stretch, and it was a little unnerving to be contemplating such an 
adventure after having been laid off from a long term job. The other side countered that I would 
not have this opportunity if I had not been laid off. It's going to take awhile to save up 3 weeks of 
vacation at a new job. And my parents seem to be in a reasonably stable place. My brother and 
friends will make an effort to spend extra time with them. The spirit took hold of me and I 
decided to give it a shot.

Pregame:

I had no permit reserved, and I wondered what might be available at this late date. On calling 
Atikokan I found that Beaverhouse entry was full up. There was an opening for Nym 
(Batchewaung) on June 11th, and then nothing for another week. The 11th would be next 
Wednesday..... this is Friday. Oh dear. I took it. I have to leave Monday night to make the HQ in 
Atikokan on Tuesday afternoon to pick up the permit, or I will have to wait until they open on 
Wednesday morning. I really want to be on the water long before that hour of the day, so... I have 
3 days to prepare for a 3 week trip. Yeah right. I'm going to be really jammin' for this one. It's 
not like I haven't thought about it. Yes. Thought about it. Dreamed aboout it. To measure the 
length of the trip in weeks instead of days. Who has loved Quetico and not had that dream? I 
have spread out the maps, and imagined traveling simply over extravagant routes. I have also 
imagined traveling extravagantly over simple routes. I have looked at the food and equipment 
lists, and made some decisions about what I would change/add/cut for a solo trip. I have thought 
about hanging a fully loaded food pack alone. I have thought especially about how my canoe 
(Wenonah Minnesota II) would handle as a solo. Alot of boat for one person. Yes, I have wiled 
away many winter evenings with these thoughts and dreams. Now it's time to make them real.

I made a supply run Friday evening for food, new water filter, new pack rope, and to pick up a 2-
man North Face tent that a friend has offered the use of. It is lighter and packs much tighter than 
my Kelty 3 man. Still with a vestibule, and that's a necessity on my list.

Seam sealed the tent between showers and it's flapping in the breeze (from a fan). The 
dehydrator is busy with spaghetti sauce, stewed tomatoes, etc. Another friend stopped by to 
assist with food packaging in the evening. Thank you.

Saturday:

Kept the dehydrator going with chili and burger. Made a last pass through the fishing equipment. 
New line on the spools. Found that if I stomped on the lid I COULD get that last lure in. Most of 

Sunday:
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the gear is packed. I wonder if I have missed anything. If so, it's probably buried underneath one 
of the piles strewn about.

Kept the dehydrator going with jerky through the afternoon. I have a new canoe rack for the 
pickup. A simple design that a local welding shop put the hurry-up on. Thank you. Mounted that 
with no problems. Loaded the canoe and lashed her down. It feels close now.

Monday:

Finished packing food. Loaded the gear. Loaded the cooler. Left at 8 pm on a side trip to Lincoln 
to pick up a depth-finder from a friend. On arrival, I learned that he had already gotten fresh 
batteries for it. Thank you. A quick check of the weather channel confirms the worst. Two different 
storm fronts are closing in. I can dodge one, but don't see any way to miss the other. High winds 
and hail. Doesn't look pretty, but I am on a mission. Met the heavy rain outside of Omaha, and 
the killer wind was right behind it. I pulled over and hid behind an office building until it passed. 
Checked the tie-downs. Back on the road. No more rain, but the wind remained strong. As it 
turned out, I would battle it the entire way....

I kept expecting a rope to snap under the strain. After a hundred miles or so I started believing 
that the canoe wasn't going anywhere the pickup didn't. For some reason, that thought did not 
raise the confidence level. Many miles of highway ahead. Time to plan the route. Nym/Batch entry 
trunk has many branches. Objectives... A balance of old and new water. Trout fishing early before 
they go any deeper. I prefer the road road less traveled, but I am uneasy about getting too far off 
the traveled lakes while solo. No trailblazing. The planning helped keep me awake and alert 
(somewhat). Not having access to the maps got the mental videos rolling. I came up with a loose 
loop that included 12 lakes either directly on the route, or one portage off, where I thought might 
enjoy spending a couple of days. I estimate this loop will take 7 days of actual paddling. If I travel 
1 day, then spend 2 days base camping, and repeat this process, I will be able to have quality 
time at 7 of the 12 lakes on my list. There are also 2 points in this loop where I could bail out to a 
shorter route if needed. There are no killer portages, but several could be difficult if wet. I plan to 
save those for the return half of the loop when the food pack will be on the down side.

Tuesday:

I stopped for a rest early morning, but no sleep. By the time I made Int'l Falls I was running on 
caffeine and when I took my hands off the wheel, the grip marks remained.... they may be 
permanently etched. I had been combing the stores around home for a particular style of elbow 
brace, and stopped by the drug store in the Falls, just to give it one more chance, and they had 
one. Thank you. Tidied things up for the border crossing and had no delays there. Made it to the 
HQ at 3:30. An hour to spare. Had a really nice visit there with some of the park staff. I know 
they were busy, and I appreciated the extra time. I spoke with Robin Reilly about the Quetico 
survey that I responded to last fall and picked up a copy of the results. Checked into the Radisson 
for my last night between clean sheets, and after a call to reassure everyone that I made it ok and 
a quick weather report, I was sound asleep.

Day 1 - Wednesday
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Got up about 2:30 and packed cooler food and last misc. stuff. After a shower I hit the road about 
4 am. I was so excited that I THOUGHT I had driven past the exit for Nym and turned around. Of 
course I hadn't... it is well marked. Oh well. No problem with the parking, unload, canoe prep. 
Pushed off about 5 am - just in time for the sunrise. Ahhhh..... The feeling that comes with 
pushing the canoe away from the dock 

and taking that first stroke. The release from thinking that something will prevent the trip from 
becoming real. The end of second guessing what I have chosen in a hurry to bring... and what not 
to. Those concerns slip away. Paddle across Nym no problem, other than the usual wonderings 
about which islands to paddle between. LOL. The load seems to be pretty well balanced -- a little 
front heavy. I had debated trying to cram everything into one pack... hoping for the double 
portage. That debate lasted about 30 seconds.... I am triple portaging. I will be eating my share 
of fish dinners, but it still takes alot of food for 3 weeks. At least with the triple portage the load is 
manageable, even at the start, and I am able to drag along some luxury items as well. Paranoid 
about the bears on that first portage, I took the food pack about half way and then stashed it out 
in the woods. Took the gear pack beyond that, and then back for the canoe. At least I won't be 
leaving the food pack unattended for long, and it will not sit at the beginning or end of the 
portage at all. 

Met a pair of guys from Indiana bound for Walter/Draper/Lonely. They offered a hand as the canoe 
came off my shoulders. Thank you. We shared the excitement of the first day, and they were off. I 
finished retrieving the packs, and decided to set up for trolling before I pushed off. Just a little 
chop on the water as the sun makes its way over the trees. A beautiful first sunrise. I am on 
schedule and pretty much rested. Would it be too much to ask for a trout? NOT... It didn't take 
long. And then again. I paddled a strong stroke for most of the journey down Batch, with 
occasional breaks at nice looking spots to slow down, relax, and troll for a bit. Catch a fish. Laugh 
out loud. Back to paddling. Coming through one of the pinches I saw a bear working a stretch of 
shoreline and was able to maneuver into a position where I could watch in relative obscurity. I 
admired his/her thoroughness, and am reminded that they do not have to go out of their way to 
find our campsites. We camp right next to the highway... I imagine we're kind of like a Gas and 
Shop for them. LOL. After a minute he nosed me out and disappeared.

Took a lunch break at the pinch into Pickeral. Leftover snacks from the drive up washed down with 
day old McDonald's strength coffee. What a pretty area. I try to imagine what it would be like 
without such hard use. Chatted with a father/son combo from Menominee, WI. who were heading 
toward Mosquito point. The elder had spent time in Lincoln years ago, and I also had lived in 
Milwaukee. Small world. They said the walleye bite was on the shy side. I had noticed the mayfly 
hatch and wondered if that could be a factor. On to the Narrows. Paddle/Fish/Enjoy. Wind in my 
face now, but not ugly. SLAM. Nice laker, and great battle. I was concerned they would already be 
deep, but these have not been, and they have sure been battling hard. A quick pic, <IM000874> 
and back in the water. Straight down. Good for you. An eagle has been pacing me... sometimes 
he seems to be taunting. He is not oblivious to the fish action, and drops back to eyeball the 
situation. Eventually he realized there would be no shore lunch for him and went on about his day.
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Chatted with a man from Minneapolis at a campsite along the way. Said the other half of their 
group was out on a fishing day trip. I'd planned on stopping for the first night toward the end of 
the Narrows, but here already was Pine Portage Bay. Another canoe coming over the hop portage. 
No gear. Day trippers... Yes, the other group from Minneapolis. They have been having a great 
trip. Wind picking up from the southeast now. Trolled across the bay, and as I passed the half-way 
point I hear a cadence call from behind -- power paddlers-- Sure enough, it is a pair of rangers, 
and they will be seeing my permits at the landing. I pulled in the trolling rig, and decided to try 
to catch them before the portage. Surprised myself by almost doing it. Really nice young man and 
woman. They smiled at the canoe modifications I had made and soon left me alone with my 
mess... I really hadn't planned on portaging again today. Packed up the fishing stuff and headed 
off. Met another 

group coming out of Dore' but didn't stop to chat. One said in passing that they had been kicking 
smallies on crank baits. And still no bear sign. Good. My campsite of choice was in use, so I 
stopped at the island by the pictographs. UGH. Leave that one off the list. I've nicknamed it butt-
wipe island. Enough said. Also left behind were several restaurant size plastic bottles with the last 
of the peanut butter, syrup, etc. Camp set-up went smoothly. One of my pretrip concerns had 
been the plan for hanging the food pack by myself. Decided to go with one double and one single 
pulley. I coughed up the extra for a 75' length of quality rope from a climbing shop. I'm 
impressed with the ease the pack went up. Should have done this a long time ago. And I think it 
will be strong enough that if a bear makes a successful launch onto it, I should have enough time 
to get out of the tent for a photo op before it all comes down. LOL. On to a dinner of Famous 
Dave's BBQ slathered over a couple of hoagies. Yum. Not sure if it was the right call, but I stoked 
up a white man fire and burned the bottles with food remains left by the previous group. Got the 
clock out for the first time. 8 pm. Off to a great start. Did a little maintenance and enjoyed a 
toddy by the evening fire. I slipped (literally) down to the shore to appreciate the dark sky. Full 
moon soon. Asleep by 11. 

Surprisingly, I woke at first light.... Quarter to four. Got up for relief and was awake enough to 
realize that not all of the drops hitting the ground were mine. Made it back in the tent before the 
heavy stuff started coming down. I'd planned to put a little more distance between myself and the 
highway this day, but am not excited to do that in the rain. Day 2 will be spent getting in sync. 
So... I went back to sleep. (Ok, so getting in sync means different things to different people). 
When I finally rolled out of the tent about 9 the rain had stopped, but the sky remained heavy. 
Made a topwater cast and got 2 dink bass... one on each treble hook. Nothing else stirring from 
the island. Between showers I coaxed a fire, and did pancakes. <IM000875> Whoa baby. No big 
storms, so I put on the rain gear and did some lake exploring. Caught a couple of nice trout on 
the way back, but too big for the pot. It cleared briefly for a beautiful sunset before clouding over 
again. Enjoyed a toddy by the shore and listened to the loons. Wow. And I wonder how many 
times I said that today.... Wow.

Day 2

Another shower pushed me inside the tent and I broke down the reels and got them safely tucked 
in before I tucked in myself. Looks like the tent will be packing up wet.
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Up early again today. It was still spitting, but that didn't last. The stove handled the oatmeal 
while I did the tent. Left camp at about 6:30. A breeze already picking up from the west. Met 2 
guys from Green Bay at the end of my first pass over the Deux Rivieres portage. They were just 
landing so I grabbed a couple of rods and net to take over for them. I met them again as I was on 
the way back with the canoe. I took the canoe about halfway and then went back for the other 
pack.... and here they came with it. WOW. Those cheeseheads. So, my first portage of the day is a 
double. Thanks again guys. We shared stories on the way back over, which also gave me a boost 
on the canoe carry. Twin Lakes. Next time it will be high on the list of 1st nite sites. As I come 
through the pinch, a Loon is nervous but not giving ground. The nest must be close. A course 
change of a few yards, and it seemed to relax. Deux Rivieres approaches. It's been dry and the 
showers of yesterday won't have raised the water levels. I wonder how deep I will sink in. Well, I 
knew there had to be some advantages to a large canoe for a solo trip, and here came the first. 
Less body weight in the canoe. Less pack weight. I was drafting so little that I could cruise the 
shallow sections without getting out to wade and pull. I smoked that puppy. I think the beaver 
was having a tough morning, or maybe he got up on the wrong side of the dam... stayed about 
20' in front of me for most of the journey with the occasional tail thwack. I am in one of the 
narrow sections when he turned and came straight at me. My neck hairs got an immediate stiffy. 
Now I know it was less than a foot deep there, and he made it under the canoe -- almost. Clunked 
the underside of the canoe pretty hard. Wow. As I neared the end of the run, I began to hear 
voices with a distinct drawl. 6 canoes of southerners are having an especially good time. (No, I 
didn't ask if they'd had a couple of pulls from the jug for breakfast). I don't think the journey up 
Deux Rivieres was going to be quite as easy for them, as several in the group were in the 300 lb+ 
range. I hope the beaver is back in good spirits before they reach him, because he sure won't be 
swimming under those canoes... At least he'll hear them coming.

Day 3

On to Sturgeon and wind in the face. It wasn't as bad as I expected and also more from the 
northwest. As soon as I made the turn south toward Sturgeon Narrows it was mostly behind me. I 
stuck to the west shoreline and did some trolling past Blueberry Island. No strikes until an eater 
size walleye just before the Narrows. Ahhh.... Dinner. I stopped to clean and ziploc, and when I 
got back on the water, the wind was on the rise. Talked briefly with a couple of guys from 
LaCrosse taking a break as I made the turn toward Russell. I gave some thought to how the canoe 
would handle the combination of strong tailwind and opposing current in one of the areas I will 
soon be passing through. It should be ok, but not much experience with this new canoe setup. 
Took it to the inside of the bend, and with the water levels down there was no need for concern. 
The run down Russell with the 3/4 tailwind was too easy (May I remember this). Found one of my 
favorite sites not in use, so I pulled in. Camp up and flying early afternoon except for the fire pit. 
<IM000879> <IM000880> <IM000881> <IM0008882> <IM000889> <IM000890> <IM000891> 
The previous campers must have had stormy weather, and moved the fire pit down near the tent 
area... too near the tent for me. Paid some sweat dues moving the stones to rebuild it in the old 
area. By the time I finished, I was trying to stay downwind from myself... Bath. Laundry. While 
that was drying I got out a lighter rod, tied on a jig, and tipped it with a preserved minnow. It 
survived the first cast, but not the second. The walleye in the ziploc is about to have company. 
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Combined the cleaning with a firewood run. Now I can truly have a feast for my first fish meal, 
and with the addition of some hashbrowns, that's exactly what I did. I could hardly wait for the 
first piece to cool off before wolfing it. And they kept coming. Difficult to get up to do the dishes. 
It was even harder to get up after the toddy down on the point. And the day was over too soon. 
Fell asleep to the sound of loons, Chatterton Falls, and the sight of a beautiful full moon.

Woke to the same moon now setting. On the water before 5 in hopes of some fly rod smallie 
action. Mostly dinks. Bummer. Did a little exploring and found a new walleye spot that I doubt 
gets much attention. Decided to make a run up to the falls and another group beat me to it. <
IM000887> I didn't get a pic last time, so took a quickie and then let the canoe slip down to the 
slower area. Instead of a walleye, the first jig cast produced a nice smallie, so I grabbed the fly 
rod and went to work. Oh baby. Had an hour of nice action in one of the eddies. It took awhile to 
get the touch, especially going cross-current, but finally got the flow. Wow... A fly rod is such a 
great way to enjoy smallies. As the sun started to feel more than warm, I switched back over and 
jigged up a walleye for dinner, cleaned it, picked up a little more wood, and headed back to camp 
for a swim. Fortunately that was completed before another ranger visit.... the same rangers. They 
recognized the canoe, and just stopped in to chat and check the site. They were also feeling the 
heat of the day. Friendly flies are multiplying. And now on to the tent problem. Can you say "4 
season tent"? This was a borrowed tent, but how could I not have noticed when I was seam 
sealing? Bummer. Anyway, that means no ventilation with the fly on. I modified by leaving the 
center of the fly attached and rolling up the rest. I had the stakes in place to quickly get the fly 
back to 100% if needed. That gave me some flow-through, and allowed for an afternoon nap when 
it clouded over and breeze was blowing. That wasn't the case this day, so I found a nice spot by 
camp where I could sit in the water a little past the waste with a nice recliner type of back rest. 
Ahhh... I suppose it was being greedy, but I had to make a few casts from that position. Got a 
couple of smallies. How good is this? I've decided to move tomorrow, and am now caught up with 
the journal. Will do some prepacking while making fish stew. <IM000892> Loved that fish stew. A 
little later it loved me back. Fortunately, there was plenty of warning, so I made it far enough 
away from camp that I doubt anyone will ever see that moss covered monument. I had to rest 
before going out on a water run. It was dead calm, so I paddled out quite a distance to reach 
clean water. As I approached the landing area on the way back in I was surprised to see a couple 
of small eddies in the water. It took me a minute to realize that they were from a paddle stroke I 
made when leaving. Wow.... never seen one last THAT long before. 

Day 4

The plan is to make the journey to Kawnipi today. Got a reasonable start. Little wind. Going to be 
another hot one today. An easy paddle across the rest of Russell. Had a chat with a river otter on 
the way. A waker-upper portage to Chatterton, and then an easy paddle to Splitrock falls. <
IM001071> <IM001073> <IM001075> A camp set up below the falls, but no one appeared at 
home. A group of 3 fishing the falls, and heading to the portage as well. Got there before me and 
headed quickly across. I would guess they are day-tripping from the campsite I have just passed. 
Caught them on the other side and mentioned that I was heading toward Kawnipi. One of the 
guys had been there several years ago and was disappointed with the crowd. Now that's not what 

Day 5
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I wanted to hear. On my last trip over the portage I spotted a compass on the ground behind a 
bush. Thought about putting it up on a branch where they would find it, but someone else might 
find it first.... maybe it doesn't belong to them anyway... Hmmmmm.... I took it with me and 
hoped I would catch them somewhere along the way. Tough put-in area at the top of the falls. 
Had to make the choice between trying to launch into a moderate current area just above the 
falls, or boulder hopping with the packs and canoe to a quieter launch point. I played safe, 
although it was still roulette with the footing... Falling was not an option. An easy trip up Keats, 
other than trying to see the tops of the apartment sized boulders lurking a couple of inches below 
the surface, especially on a calm day. I high-centered once. Ouch, that's gonna leave a mark. As I 
rounded the bend and got my first view of the falls, I saw them pulling into the portage. They 
must have spent some time fishing the falls. I caught them there. Yes, the compass belonged to 
one of their group, and they were happy to have it found before it was lost. We exchanged a bit 
more info, and they were off for Shelley, leaving me alone at the falls. Cool. Extremely beautiful. I 
imagine what it would be like if this were in an easily accessible area, and I give thanks that today 
it is not. Did a little fishing below the falls, and then a little exploring above. Way hot by now, and 
someone left the Jacuzzi switch on. I took a relaxing dip in one of the plunge pools, and gave 
thought. I had noticed a campsite not far back, and a couple of fishy looking spots. And now, 
seeing the amount of water coming through the falls, my feelings about the fishing were growing 
stronger. This is not the travel day that I had planned, but what are the reasons to push on? No 
different than the reasons for staying. This will be home for a couple of days. Ok. Back to the 
campsite. <IM000898> <IM000899> <IM000901> <IM000904> <IM000907> The setup took a 
little longer, as I am pulling out all the luxury items here. This area has not seen heavy use so far 
this year, and that made for an easy wood run. Relaxed for awhile, but too warm for a nap, and 
the flies are thick today. No biters. The curiosity about the fishy spot catches up, and soon I am 
back out on the water. Staying.... good decision. I'm in heaven. Was enjoying myself so much 
that spaghetti wasn't on till after dark. Beautiful sunset, and another nice place to view it from.

Even though it was a lateish evening, I wanted to check out a dawn smallie patrol. Hit the water 
about 5 and got half a dozen on a shoreline topwater run. One nice one. Soon I was searching for 
a shady spot to cast. When those disappeared, I switched over to subsurface and started rolling 
again. Another nice one. Flipped on the depth finder coming back to camp and found 80' depth. 
Hmmmm. Took a break and then did some channel mapping. Got several more nice fish. Finally 
made it up to the falls and fished about half of that before my arm wore out. LOL. <IM000911> <
IM000914> <IM000915> <IM000917> <IM000919> <IM000920>

Day 6

Grabbed a couple of eater walleye on the way back to camp. Bath. Laundry. Maintenance. Nap. 
Turned dead calm before dark, so went for a sunset paddle. Mirrored. Really nice. <IM000922> <
IM000923> <IM000924> Photo ops and fly casts. Finished the evening with fish-fry and bow-tie 
pasta. <IM000921> And a remembrance to add from last night. The new water filter was ready 
for it's first cleaning, and I went for it after dark. Oops. I had copied the pages of relevance from 
the instruction book, and I must have skipped to the wrong section in the middle of the job... I 
took stuff apart that didn't need to be. After cleaning and reassembling, no workie.... At least I 
had a jug of water already made, so decided to wait for light to work on it. I was having coffee this 
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morning and saw a small shiny washer on the ground. Picked it up and went for the manual. Sure 
enough, it belongs in the picture, as well as one more piece.... the Duck Bill Valve. You've got to 
be kidding.... It took almost 2 hours to find that one. Smaller than a dime, and gray in color. I 
DID find it. Filter working again. Thank you.

1/3 over already. Bummer. I had planned a day trip to McDougall today, but off and on showers 
convinced me to wait. Had a lazy day close to camp. I'd never tried for walleye using the fly rod, 
and this looked like the ideal situation to go for it. Cool. <IM000925> It wasn't as fast paced as a 
jig and minnow, but it sure was fun. Decided to go for cornbread in the reflector oven... I wish I 
would have decided that a little earlier --a stronger storm coming. <IM000927> It took awhile to 
get the oven set up because I wrapped the foil around the small grill. Oops. It had molded tightly 
to it, and was a pain to get off without ruining. Got a fire going and made coffee while working on 
some coals. Cornbread almost finished. Storm closing. Made it. And now I am enjoying it along 
with some fresh coffee in the vestibule. I don't like to use the words "food" and "tent" in the same 
sentence, but I admit to pushing it on occasion. Anyway, it was certainly enjoyed. There were 
several bursts of hard rain, and in between was a beautiful rainbow. <IM000928>

Day 7

Day trip to McDougall and Cushing. Had a quick breakfast and loaded up the essentials for the 
day. It's only a 100 rod portage so I brought the sink. Oops. How many times must I learn the 
lesson not to say "It's only a 100 rod portage"? I paddled by it the first time, not believing it was 
the portage. I'd be more apt to troll for lakers next to this wall. Starts with a bed of poison ivy 
and goes downhill from there -- or should I say uphill? Sharply. UGH. <IM000933> <IM000934> 
<IM000935> IM000936> <IM000932> It was worth the grunt. Beautiful clear water and good 
smallie fishing. The southwest wind of the last few days had pushed the minnows into the 
northeast corner by the portage to Chatterton. I saw a school about 15 yds wide by 40 yds long. 
There must have been billions of them. All the smallies I caught in that area had at least 2 or 3 in 
their mouths. Greedy. By the time I had fished and relaxed my way to the Cushing portage the 
weather was looking stormy again, and the wind was becoming a real factor. And that leads to one 
of the things I don't like about soloing... smallie fishing in the wind. I really enjoy pounding an 
area of shoreline with someone else running the canoe, and then switching and giving them the 
opportunity to do the same. I don't have near as much trouble laker or walleye fishing solo, but 
any level of wind more than a breeze really lowers my smallie production. The boat control is just 
not there. Thoughts like this and storm clouds in the area convinced me not to make the jump 
over to Cushing. I don't think I can do that portage back to Keats in the rain. A fall there could be 
a really long wait for help. Since I was at the portage, I walked it over to Cushing. Not maintained 
but do-able. I will return another day. I checked out a few campsites on the way back to the Keats 
portage. Not much to brag about. Picked up a nice eater size laker, and will bake that bad boy up 
tonight. Stopped for a quick clean and bag. Yum to come. Found a weed bed in about 20' and 
cleaned clock on some nice northerns. Looks like the heart of the storm will pass to the east. 
Portage wet, but not running water. Took it slow on the way down that steep slope. I knew that I 
couldn't hold the front of the canoe down at a sharp enough angle to keep the back from banging, 
and I didn't want to take the chance of a banger in the rear when I was trying to find a solid 

Day 8
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step... they were few. I began that section by letting the back of the canoe down, and keeping it 
in contact with the rock face behind me. Made it. The thought of baked trout with hash browns 
made the paddle back to camp a bit shorter. It was even better than the thought. Finished my 
stay on Keats with an evening flyrod/jig and minnow fish. Thank you walleye. You can have some 
rest now.

Up early again for a travel day. Hard to believe I have been up at 3:45 every morning. I love the 
dawns, but usually don't get to see them all. Usually the wind is down and smallie fishing is up. Of 
course sometimes I have gone back to sleep for several more hours. The friendly flies have been a 
nuisance during the afternoons, but the skeeds have been on an unusual schedule. They have not 
been coming out in force until after dark. Almost nothing around dawn and dusk. About the time I 
am heading to bed, they have been waking up. And sometimes they have kept me awake with 
paranoia that some of that buzzing MUST be coming from inside the tent. Been going to sleep 
around 11, so I've missed the northern lights, but will hope for a peek at them when the moon is 
less of a factor.

Day 9

<IM000941> Well, today I am off to Kawnipi. If it is crowded, I'll keep moving. Fished a bit below 
the falls on the way out. Did "Have a Smoke" 

portage and took a few pics at the upper end, <IM000942> <IM000945> <IM000947> <
IM000948> <IM000949> and then off through Shelley. Lots of burn damage. A couple of dink 
portages and the changeover to Kawnipi somewhere in there. <IM000951> Found a couple of 
current areas in the upper section that held nice smallies. South wind increasing. 

I hugged the west shoreline as I made my way south. Ran into a dead end on one section through 
the narrows. It wasn't that far of a backtrack but it really took the spirit out of me. This day was a 
struggle. The wind was really only about 15 mph. A few small caps. I guess it was just a long haul 
fighting it, and it drained me. I was set up for laker trolling, but that was wasted effort -- 25' 
depth and boring. Nothing on that whole run even tempted me to drop in. Stopped for a lunch 
break, and felt better after that. Was happy to reach the south end of Rose Island and turn east 
so I could coast for awhile. There was some deeper water, so I did a little wind trolling, and 
enjoyed a cup of coffee. By the time I got to my turn south it was 120' deep. The wind was 
doable, and I made the run across to the eastern shoreline. A man solo fishing on the west 
shoreline of the main lake is only the second party I have seen today. He is part of a group 
camped on an island about 200 yards away from where I plan to spend a few days. I said a quick 
hello to them as I was checking for additional sites. I only was aware of two sites in this area, and 
didn't find any more with a quick search, and it was getting late, so I opted for taking the site 
close to them. If it is too loud tonight, I can always move on. Got camp set up quickly, and had 
time for a little exploring before dark. As I reached the high point in the area I found that a recent 
group had built a throne there to enjoy the view... <IM000954> I wish they would have 
dethroned it before they left... 
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Halfway... Yikes. Up early for exploring, wood run, and fish locating. <IM000955> Had a fun time 
doing that. Cold this morning. Most of the layers have been combined today -- T-shirt, flannel, 
and hooded sweatshirt. Slow bite, but got some nice ones. Found a couple of locations to try the 
fly rod another time. Also marked a couple of walleye areas. I don't think these spots will hold 
hogs, but I have hope for one of the places I haven't fished yet. There's some good depth variety 
to 150', and a good point. Just too windy to attempt it right now. Saved a couple of eaters for 
dinner, and did a wood run on the way back to camp. <IM000956> Found a nice bath/laundry 
area, and put it to use. Hung the clothes in the laundry tree and went for a nap. <IM000957> 
Ahhhhhh. It's sunny and warm, but good shade in the tent area, and with this wind, there's 
plenty of ventilation. <IM000958> Too windy for a fire, so will see if it dies down later. Would like 
to try an evening walleye run. 

Well that was a good idea. It was still windy when I went out, so I had to use both anchor bags. 
Worth the effort. I guess that's one advantage to the bigger lakes.... bigger fish. The size has 
definitely increased. Fish fry for dinner and leftovers for fish cake breakfast. Beautiful sunset 
appreciated from a nice rock couch.

Wanted to get up early for a fly rod run, but didn't make it. And the wind started early, so maybe 
that was for the best. Needed to catch a few extra snooze hours. Made the fish cakes before it got 
too windy for fire, <IM000960> <IM000961> <IM000962> <IM000963> and while the oven was 
in gear I did a chocolate cake <IM000966> and snacked on that all day.... plenty extra for the 
flies. Did a food inventory, and things look pretty much on schedule there. A little light on granola 
and jerky -- my main lunch items. Oh well, there are adjustments easily made in that 
department. <IM000964> Did a mid-morning trolling run around the area... lots of 80' water with 
a nice feeding shelf. I can see why it holds good numbers. Also found a reef up to 4'. Anchored 
and smoked them there as well. 

Day 11

And THEN, did a real oops. Untied the wrong line on one of the anchor bags.... Watched it drop 
away in deeper water. And it was the new one. Damn. Now only have the old ratted out one left. 
Will have to be extra careful with it, or I'll be tying rocks. Lots of flies around camp this afternoon, 
so I ventured back into the bay a little further and found a couple of deeper water areas that the 
smallies were using after the morning shallows. Got several nice ones. And in the midst of that, a 
moose cow came by giving her little one a swimming lesson. He stayed right on her butt. I was of 
no concern to her. Wish I'd have had the camera along. Planning to move again tomorrow, and I 
don't even have a destination plotted. Been doing some prepack to try for an early start expecting 
the winds to kick up early again. The plan is to troll up the east shore of Kawnipi, and then cut 
over to one of the walleye spots that I marked on the way in. Perhaps do some damage there, and 
then see what the weather and mood is up to.

Well, the prepack helped. Got a good early start, and so did the wind. <IM000969> Abandoned 
the trolling shortly after starting, and tried to ease my way 
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over to the opening between Rose and Kasie islands. Reached that a little before 7 am, and was 
glad to be there before the rollers got any higher. Did some trolling in that area and had good 
success. Spent additional time looking for campsites as well as potential sites for building. I'm 
surprised I have not seen more sites in the northern section of the lake. Hard to believe it could 
ever be crowded in this area with so few sites. In the middle of that adventure I caught a bear 
swimming across one of the narrows. <IM000971> I knew they were swimmers, but didn't realize 
they could join the sprint team. I had to smoke stroke to get in camera range before he made the 
shore. He didn't even take time for a shake when he got there... just plowed straight off into the 
brush. The clouds are starting to get together again, and I haven't found any nice spots to plant, 
so I cruise toward the north bay. Along the way I managed to really get on the bad side of a 
group of nest-guarding gulls. I tied into a nice fish, and as the battle raged, I was drifting toward 
their front yard. The sky looked like O'hare as they lined up for Kamikazee runs. The fish and I 
were both released unharmed, though a little shaken and hopefully that much the wiser for the 
experience. 

I didn't find any sites working up the east shore of the bay, and decided to head on into 
Montgomery. A family of geese were out for a day trip along the shoreline of one of the islands as 
I headed toward the portage. It was hot and brewing a storm. Pushed hard over the portage after 
packing up, and got in about 6:30. <IM000975> What a beautiful lake. I started looking for sites 
first by heading west toward the next portage, thinking that would be the most likely area to 
search. Couldn't find anything.... Finally found a small spot that would hold the tent, but no 
suitable trees for the food pack. Hmmmm. I thought there must be a better sight in the other 
section of the lake, so decided to keep looking. Traveled east down the north shoreline. Found one 
site on an island, but didn't think it was a safe haven, especially with nasty looking weather 
heading this way.. too many wind-downed trees, and not much protection left for the rest. Kept 
going. Nothing else. I know I didn't 

paddle that many "route" miles during this day, but I left camp at 6 am, and not much of the day 
was spent ashore. Finished the day with a 2 mile run down the lake in 20 minutes with the wind 
in my face. Whoa baby. Tired. Storm close now. I reached the small site and am unloading the 
canoe. Turn around to grab the other pack and the canoe is not where I left it. Had to go in past 
the knees to get it. Oops. Anyway, got the tent up and had to take a chance on the food pack. I 
was at least able to get it up over my head in a small tree. I booby trapped underneath and hoped 
for the best. Grabbed some cold food and dived into the tent as the rain started. Boy, I was beat. 
Off and on rain through the night, but nothing severe.

It is a calm and muggy morning as I make a few casts while packing up. At least the camp break 
didn't take long. I am hoping to get some good photos of the area, but the light and wind do not 
cooperate... It's a pretty lake. Brings the thought of the "land of the little people". Maybe I 
offended one of them, and they pushed the canoe out last night.... Saw a pine martin on my last 
cruise down the lake, and caught my first topwater walleye. Soon I am back on Shelley. Kept a 
rod out and found a couple more nice fishing spots, but still no good campsites. Shelley has had 
considerable burn damage, and I guess that most are passing through, but still.... I wouldn't take 
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for granted that there would be an open site between Russell and Kawnipi. When I reached the far 
side of Have a Smoke portage, it's the scouts.... Yikes. This is a group from Texas who is taking a 
break after finishing the portage, and are getting ready to head out again. They ask if I am 
familiar with the area, and would I give them an assist through the Splitrock Falls area. Damn. I 
was hoping to do some fishing on the way... Oh well, they are a nice bunch, and I'd hate to see 
them have problems on the upstream approach to the falls. Could be messy. I went first and they 
landed a safe distance back and portaged a little extra. I lined the canoe down to the top of the 
falls, and did the shorter portage. Two of them came back over to give me a hand. Thanks guys. 
Saved me quite a bit of time and energy. They will be laying over at the site below the falls, and 
are off to make camp. I stayed for lunch at the put-in. One of the leaders was really grateful for 
the help and left me a couple of smokes. Wow, it's been awhile. 

As I am sitting there watching them unload their canoes, I wonder for the first time in the trip 
how other people see me. I have sensed something from the people I have met on this journey. (I 
mean more than noticing they stay upwind) I guess if you meet someone who tells you they are in 
for a 3 week solo, you think "Wow, he must know what he's doing"... Hmmmmm. I'm feeling 
pretty good about myself as I get up to leave, and decide to show off a little with a power launch. 
I came up short and almost went face first into the bottom of the canoe. LOL (I don't think 
anyone saw). 

They are hoping for a fish dinner, and while they finish putting camp together, I caught them a 
good start on it. A last goodbye, and I am on the way down Chatterton. Found another campsite. 
Not impressive, but may come in handy one day. Still hot and muggy as I make my way over the 
portage into Russell. It's a good thing I drink alot of fluids, because I really sweated them out 
today. My stroke as I enter Russell is just not "there". That long paddle yesterday has caught up 
with me. "My" site is open, and I pull in without hesitation. Weather moving in again. Got things 
set up nicely in record time. I guess there are advantages to familiar surroundings. There's a 
major pounding going on just to the south of here. And the way I make it, it's square on top of 
the scouts. Bummer. Hope they got the fish fry in. All I got was some wind and light rain. Made 
some coffee and hot soup to enjoy before nighty night..

Had a bad episode last night. Stomach. Just started the other booze bottle, and I remember that 
I have added new to some from a previous trip that was in the bottom of the Nalgene... It tasted 
"off". Maybe there was something else in the bottom of that bottle. Never heard of booze going 
bad, but it was such a nasty episode, I won't take the chance on it, and poured the rest out. I'm 
going to miss the nightcaps. At least it will drop some additional weight from the food pack, which 
has already lightened considerably. Out after smallies at 4:30. Ended up at the falls and kept a 
couple of walleye for lunch/dinner. A baldie waited in the tree just above me as I was cleaning, 
and seemed disappointed when I took the remains out for a deep 6. The weather seems to be 
going south again. Got some water and wood, and headed back to camp. Stopped to check out 
another site, and found a disposable type camera that appears to be in ok condition. There is a 
name on it, so I will drop it off in Atikokan, or phone them about it when I get home. Went for the 
pancakes. Good again. Just got finished with that when the storm hit. It's amazing to think of all 
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I've done this morning, and am getting ready for a nap at 9:30 am. I'm usually not such a 
morning person. I guess it's just not wanting to miss a minute of it... It rained off and on, mostly 
on, till about 3:30. Then stayed overcast and very muggy. Wanted to do laundry but nothing 
would dry like that. Tomorrow. Got out of the tent about 4 to do the fish. Have enough left over 
for stew again tomorrow. Wow, I really like the eating almost as much as the fishing. Speaking of, 
I went out for an evening fish, and for the first time on this trip my heart just wasn't into it. Lots 
of people are here on Russell. There was a 3 canoe group by the falls that I didn't see until this 
morning. They slept through the best action that I have personally had below the falls. Nice size 
and numbers. Also saw 2 canoes cruising the lake from another campsite, and then an even larger 
group pulled in close to me this afternoon. 5 canoes. Wow... It's like a city. The weather is 
marginal again tonight. There are some big storms in the area, but none have visited yet. 
Rumbling is close. With this crowd, I'd like to leave soon, but I would like another rest day first. 
Will probably wait for day 16.

Well, I didn't wait for day 16. Rained on and off through the night. Mostly on. Several nice 
showers. I doubt there is any fire ban on. Woke up early, but raining. Woke up again about 6. No 
rain now, and east wind. Sturgeon could be tough with a strong west wind. It would be great to at 
least catch a little behinder. I decide to go for it. Unsure of destination. Antoine/Heron Bay/
Lonely/Walter/Draper. Hmmm. Will decide en route.

Day 15

Once again I am caught with stuff spread out, not expecting to move today. I start packup while 
making breakfast and get on the water about 8. I take about a dozen strokes and the wind goes to 
the west. OK. I almost go back. LOL. The wind is not killer, and I sandwich some fishing breaks in 
between periods of hard paddling.... especially if there is a nice looking spot. I've noticed there 
seems to be a direct relationship between how many nice looking spots I see and how tired I am. 
A group of 4 canoes was heading out toward the narrows just ahead of me, and that got me on 
my first serious fishing break. Wanted to get a little space between us. This has been a high traffic 
area, and I will be glad to be moving into a quieter area soon. But I am going to have to work at 
that.

The wind becomes more of a factor as I move out into the narrows. I stop at the end of the 
Narrows for a lunch break. The wind has gone down a bit as I start down the north shoreline of 
Sturgeon. Do some fishing with limited success. And just grind it out. Another large group 
camped near the portage into Lonely Creek. It's begun to rain off and on again. Mostly off, but it 
makes even these short portages a bit of a challenge. <IM000979> I stop at the first portage to 
pack things a little tighter. Fish stuff. Purifier. As I unload for the second portage I realize I have 
left the rod tube behind. UGH. At least it is the first, and hopefully only time I will do that. And 
it's on Lonely Creek. If I have to backtrack any section, how could I choose a nicer place. Angel 
hair grass. Reflections. I take a couple of pics. <IM000981> <IM000982> Onward. When I reach 
Lonely lake at 5:30, the rain is more on than off, and I make the decision to find a place to plant. 
I'd like to have a day of smallie fishing here anyway. As I make my way through the lake I find 
that I'm not the only one with this idea.... I will not be "lonely". Found an ok site about half way 
down the north shore. I am quickly unloaded and set up. Actually found a moderately dry area to 
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pitch the tent. I have the left-over fish in a ziploc for stew, and would like a thermos of hot coffee, 
as it's cooling off fast. Chill coming. I slip out for some water, and fire up the stove. Coffee 
brewing, and start the rice. Add the fish. It's started to rain steadily now, but what the heck, I 
add water to everything anyway, and the pot is keeping the burner dry. <IM000983> I fish for 
awhile as it is simmering, and land a couple of dinks, and a couple of nice ones. Wow, the stew 
was good. And though still early, I am off to sleep. Cold front will cool the fishing here. Lots of 
campers as well. I will move on to Draper.

It was raining at 4 , so dozed until 6. Rain stopped and I packed up. Set up wet. Pack up wet. 
Need a little dry time for equipment and me. The tent is taking a pounding. Cold breakfast this 
a.m. with coffee made last night. The wind is starting to howl, and there are already some pretty 
good rollers coming down Lonely. Draper is going to be next to impossible. I stop for a moment at 
the next site down to chat with a group of younger people as they are packing up. Urged them to 
use caution, and pushed on. It stopped raining, but the rock faces are wet, and I take them 
cautiously. One slip with the canoe, but controlled. A quick hop and I am at the portage to 
Draper. Thank you once again to the portage crews for your efforts. A recent pass has been made 
here. I was half way over on my first trip when I went down hard. Smooth rock. Wet. Got me. 
Threw the arm out to break the fall, and the right wrist is tingling. Got up slow... (maybe I should 
have taken the pack off). Things are ok, but it will be sore for a couple of days. As expected, the 
wind is still howling when I finish the portage. I have brunch and hope it will let up a little. It 
doesn't. I strap stuff on and go for it up the pipe. Whoa baby. Smoked that one. Thank goodness 
the campsite is open, or I would have probably gone back to Walter, not knowing of any other 
good spots on this lake. Got the tent and pack up between showers. Now for the tarp. Probably 
foolish. The winds were sustained 20. But... really wanted a fire. Everything damp and I was 
hurting. So, what do I do? I get careless while trimming up a small downed tree that I am 
wanting to use with the tarp. I was leaning hard on it and the branch broke, and I ended up 
stabbing myself with the saw. 

Day 16

Left index finger. Ow.... that's gonna leave a mark. At least for a poke wound, it bled well. Gave it 
a dose of Neosporin and bandaged. Managed to get a rough tripod set up, and was glad to get out 
of the wind. <IM000985> <IM000986> Tough light on the fire, but there was a downed birch on 
the portage that had donated some of its outer wear to the cause, making it doable. Ok, fire 
going, water on for coffee, and spaghetti sauce rehydrating. I am nursing two sore spots now... 
and I add to that when the grill slips and I grab the handle bare handed to save the sauce. I'm 
losing it. LOL. I let being careless snowball and it sure bit me in a hurry. Mental fatigue. At least 
the coffee is made, and the spaghetti was great. I relaxed by the fire for awhile and got things 
back in perspective. That was probably a good idea... it helped when I did some shoreline 
exploration later and found bear sign. A bear has been active here... Recently. <IM000988> Oh 
well, camp is reasonably tight, the food pack is in a good way, and I'm going to sleep.

Rained off and on through the nite. I'd appreciate some sunshine today. Need laundry and bath 
sooner than later, but not this morning. It is COLD. I've got the full cover of clothes plus the rain 
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gear today. That was fine on shore, or while paddling, but still left a chill when stopping to fish. 
Didn't stay out long, but caught several nice fish. Some occasional breaks in the clouds as I have 
oatmeal and a nap. More breaks in the afternoon, and I spent it exploring. Found a never-used 
site. <IM000991> <IM000992> A couple of small in-flows produce a few fish. By evening it is cool 
but mostly clear. I take down the tarp setup and do some maintenance around the fire area. 
Ahh... ready for southwestern potatoes. Added some burger to it for a nice meal. And then it's 
time to fire up the reflector again. Cookies for tonight and a snack tomorrow. <IM000995> It is 
still clear and dead calm now. I go down for a cast. Survey says... topwater. So I let loose a 
monster cast. Got all of it. And as it hits the water... SMASH. The power of the cast was only 
exceeded by the back swing of the long distance hook set. Whoa baby. Nice smallie. And that's the 
way to end the day. Wait, the cookies are finished. <IM000996> Down to the shore for stars, 
coffee, and cookies... Now that really IS the way to end the day.

Woke up at 4. Very stiff and sore. I guess I'm getting too old for this _____. No fishing this 
morning. Slept until 7. The clouds are back. Still some sun, and warmer today, so I got up and 
did laundry and it will hopefully dry before more rain. <IM000997> <IM000998> <IM001000> 
Cornbread for breakfast came out nicely. Hot water for the dishes and for me. I wimped out on 
the full dunking today. Made a few casts from shore. Not much action this morning. Me either. A 
float plane just went over. There have been several using the same reference points, or gps. I 
wonder if this one will slow and land? Are my parents doing ok? The plane passes, and soon is out 
of sight, and then beyond my hearing. For a minute, I give thanks that I am in a place where the 
main concern of the day is whether the laundry will get dry before the rain hits. My re-entry into 
the real world has begun. 

Day 18

I've got bass thumb so bad it has split open, even though I have poured the lotion to it. I can 
hardly hold the pen to write. I think I'll try some super glue on it. Well, so much for the super 
glue. Dried up. Damn, I needed a second skin. Did a little more exploring and found another 
campsite, but it isn't much. Found 60' - 80' depth in places, but fishing still slow. At least no 
problem getting a meal, and it came out nicely, supplimented with chicken rice. Planning to bolt 
tomorrow to Elizabeth or perhaps Jesse. Will fish across Walter and see how that works out.

Raining overnight. Nothing heavy, but had to pack up wet again. Light west wind will make this 
day even easier. Did a good job on the portage into Walter this trip. Packed better for it, and took 
a break for photo ops along the way. <IM001001> <IM001002> <IM001004> <IM001006> <
IM001007> <IM001008> <IM001009> Then time to get out the fishing equipment. Got a couple 
of nice trout, and then stopped at a point that looked good in the southeast corner. Scored a 
couple of walleye quickly, and they were just as quickly cleaned and ready for dinner. Off and on 
showers as I was fishing my way down the lake, and now a more serious storm moving in. I 
thought it would move just north but not sure. Decided to troll toward the portage and be ready 
to get off the water. Picked up another laker on the way. Didn't have much time to enjoy, as the 
storm is getting close. 2 canoes blow by me as I am stashing fishing gear away. They miss the 
portage. I didn't. Got stuff unloaded and the canoe out before the rain started. Downpour lasted 
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for about 30 minutes. I was able to get stuff over the portage and secured during the rain, and 
when it let up I was ready to move on to Elizabeth. Did some jigging at a couple of likely spots, 
but instead of walleye, it was smallies jumping on it. The sun is back out full now, and my 
raingear has not handled this last dump very well. <IM001012> <IM001013> <IM001014> 
Decided to check for sites, and found a fairly nice one, though soaked like everything else. It has 
had plenty of use, and is pretty bare. Got the tent and pack up -- I could almost tie a line on the 
food pack now, and throw the whole thing over a branch.... it's getting really light. Got the wet 
stuff up for the sun and breeze to work on, and gave a wave to the 2 canoes from earlier as they 
headed toward Jesse. Tough fire start, but thankfully, had some dry stuff along. A great fish 
dinner enjoyed from a really nice back rest near the water. I got out the map and confirm that 
from now there are few route or camping choices left to make. Bummer.

Up early today. Had the last of the oatmeal while packing up. Then did some exploring and 
fishing. Nice results. Will have to stop in for a longer visit sometime. I stalled for awhile, not 
wanting to do the pair of portages into and out of Jesse. They're going to be ugly after yesterday's 
downpour. Packed up the fishing stuff and went for it. <IM001015> <IM001017> Sloppy. Glad I 
had my bog log boots on. The skeeds will be coming out in force when it warms up. Made it over 
the first and into Jesse with good energy reserves. A light west wind made the run down Jesse go 
too fast. Now on to the really wet one. It alternated between small ponds and streams connecting 
them. Met some folks from Lansing coming toward Jesse. Family with father, daughter, son, and 
friend. The daughters first camping adventure. They were struggling a bit, so I grabbed a couple 
of things, and tried to give their spirits a boost. Tough portage even without those conditions. 
When I got back there was a flotilla approaching on Jesse. I organized my last load a little further 
away from the landing and took off. Talked to the son at the other end, and walked back over with 
the father and daughter again. Joked and encouraged. The daughter is starting to get into the 
swing, and is wading through the water with some gusto now. They're heading for Sturgeon, so 
this is the worst they will encounter. This portage took some extra time, but I enjoyed spending it 
with them. The flotilla is 2 large groups of kids from Colo. Springs. They are an adventure group 
with the boys and girls traveling separately.

Day 20

The Lansing group has told them that I am on a 3 week adventure of my own, and we spoke 
briefly at the Maria end of things. A moose having lunch in a bay as I cross Maria is unbothered by 
my passing. After the rocky landing, this portage is mostly dry and a cake-walk back to Pickeral. 
No more portaging for this day, and the fishing stuff comes back out. The flies are bad, and I am 
happy to push off, even though some tag along. The adventure group has tied their canoes 
together and is enjoying lunch. I also pause to clean the filter, replenish the water, and finish off 
the last of the cashews, bananas, and jerky. They move on as we come to mosquito point and I 
stop for a little smallie action. I am not disappointed. The wind has gone to the northwest and 
picked up. I stall for awhile to avoid the push across Batch. Bay, hoping it will go down. I did 
some paddling practice at the pinch. After the hard rain the current is up, and I enjoy doing some 
side slipping and rock dodging for awhile. The wind is not retreating, and I power up to make the 
crossing. I thought it might be a good section to troll, but no success. I pulled into the bay just 
before the turn onto Little Batch. for a break, and put it on the list to explore another day. I make 
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the turn and a wave of real sadness and finality hits me. A few tears have dried by the time I get 
to the next pinch and start the run through the narrows into Batch Lake. <IM001019> I like this 
area, and have planned to spend my last night here. As I pull close to the campsite I hear voices, 
and soon see the tents. Not staying here. And then, I am ready to be gone. I don't want to paddle 
back, and don't want to stay any closer to the exit. The wind has shifted more southerly to aid 
me, and I decide to try to make it out before dark. I make the wind sprint across Batch and soon 
am at the last portage. Struggled to get the canoe unloaded and on shore before it took too much 
of a beating on the rocks in that wind. Packed the fishing stuff for the last time and hit the trail. 
It's going to be close. This is always a tough portage for me. Maybe it's because I am leaving, and 
dealing with that. More likely it is the steep climb that wears me out. No time to be worn out 
today. And yes, the skeeds are making a strong appearance on this one. Put bug dope on for one 
of the few times. The wind is dying down as I cruise across Nym, and I am treated to one last 
Quetico sunset as I round the corner before the parking lot. <IM001020>

A strong effort this afternoon and early evening. I need to add up the miles. Hope the pickup will 
be ok. You never know. The drain holes in the back end have plugged and it's holding some water, 
but the tires are up and it starts easily. I am finished loading, and the canoe is tied down before 
the last light has slipped away. On the road again. A quick stop in Atikokan for supplies and off to 
the border and vehicle inspection. No problem.

I can't believe it's over........

Here I sit at a hotel in Brookings. Should make it home tomorrow afternoon barring problems. I'm 
surprised how sore I am. Mostly from the shoulders to the fingers. I'm honestly having trouble 
holding the pen. The fingers are falling asleep after a couple of lines. Whoa. I've got a pinched 
nerve in the neck that I aggravated a week before this whole adventure started. It was wishful 
thinking to hope that the trip would help it heal. It's going to take a couple of trips to the 
chiropractor. The rest of the body has toughened up some during these weeks. Was really 
surprised when I caught the first glimpse in the mirror. Will have to weigh myself the next time I 
pass by the scales. I ate like a pig, and it looks like I dropped about 10 lbs.

Post game:

And I can't believe it went so fast. I thought maybe 3 weeks would be a bit much, and the time 
would drag toward the end. Not the case. I think it was early on day 3 that I started to feel "in 
sync"... Don't know how to explain that feeling. I guess it is a combination of things... The issues 
of "normal" life are still present, but occupy a different place inside me. I still thought about 
family, friends, home, work... but the stress that is usually associated with those thoughts was 
gone for the most part. It also takes the body some time to remember the rhythms of the paddle 
and the saw. The sights and sounds and smells of Quetico never become routine for me, but it 
takes a couple of days in the park before they become "normal" and begin to speak to me. 

I'm a little surprised that I was such a morning person, but if I'd have thought about that more 
before starting it would have been logical -- no one to enjoy the evening fires with. Dinner was 
usually happening around 6 pm, and only a couple after dark. I went through one set of batteries 
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for the headlight. Wow. Usually would go through 2 sets in a week. I really enjoyed the pre-dawn 
through early morning hours of the day. My comfort zone was to travel early to avoid the winds, 
and was on the water by 7 for most of the travel days. Casual travel. Fish on the way, and be at 
the next camp by mid-afternoon. Get camp set up and still have some good fish time before or 
after dinner. Spend the next day there and then do some prepacking that evening for traveling 
the next day. I enjoyed this pace of travel/relaxing. The negative of that pace was that it was kind 
of a "tweener" for setting up a camp. Not long enough to put up a base camp, but still wanting to 
have the luxuries.

I had some of the best walleye fishing I have experienced in the park. Smallmouth and lake trout 
fishing were also good, but more along the lines of what I was expecting. Some lures sacrificed to 
the northerns and rocks. Ran a little low on 1/8 oz. jig heads, but not a real problem.

The spirit that is Quetico held me close. It spoke to me through the quiet voices of the wilderness 
and water (well, not all were quiet). Being solo, there were less distractions, and it was easier to 
listen. Each trip has its "lessons". How can these lessons extend to my "REAL" life? In that way, 
perhaps I will not miss the park so much, because it will be with me.

Portages... 
Are these only the path to the next lake? Are they not every bit as much the adventure as the 
water between them. It was early in the trip and I was on a difficult portage. I found myself 
thinking that there was some kind of "intent" to this nastiness as I was grinding my teeth (and 
knees) trying to force myself up the next step on a steep slope. When I realized what I was 
thinking I had to struggle to hold the canoe up until I found a couple of friendly trees to jam it 
between while I crumbled to the ground in laughter. There were very few moments wasted in 
frustration after that.

In REAL life, portages will represent the things I am not looking forward to doing. These are also a 
part of the journey.

Wind in your face...
Another obstacle. Perhaps. Perhaps the wind that I am paddling hard to overcome is behind you, 
making your stroke lighter. The same gust that blows my hat off may, a few minutes from now, 
blow a mosquito away from your face as you sit on a point 10 miles from here. 

In REAL life, I will remember that something which makes it difficult for me, may make it easier 
for you.

Saw stress...
I notice that I tend to get into a 'body lock" position when sawing, and the shoulders really tense 
up. This trip I tried to develop "Zen sawing". I found 2 things to concentrate on. First, to have the 
log in a stable place so I didn't have to hold it with a spare hand or foot. Second, before I made a 
push with the blade, I tried to relax the shoulders. I found that if the shoulders were relaxed, the 
rest of the body followed.
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In REAL life, I will remember the shoulders. I guess I am not always aware of things that cause 
stress. I think I need an alarm to go off every 15 minutes to remind me to take a reading on the 
shoulders... If they are not in a relaxed way, it's time for Zen sawing.

Packed to the limit...
I ruled out double portaging on this trip, and that opened up alot of possibilities for luxury items 
to bring. And if I was going to take 2 packs, then I was damn sure going to fill them up. I drew 
the line at keeping one hand free on portages.

In REAL life, I will not pack to the limit. Keep space open, even though I am tempted to "pack" 
one more thing in. 

Importance of rest...
I can get away with 5 hours of nightly sleep on a 1 week trip, but this was pushing it, and I'm 
sure that contributed to the mental fatigue and the toll on the body. 

In REAL life, I will try to keep a better balance. I will not try to stay up for the "northern lights" 
and then get up for "dawn smallies". I will let go of the fear of missing something.

Courtesy...
I was blessed with people along the journey who showed courtesy. Help with packs, and the 
canoe, and taking time for conversation.

In REAL life, if I don't have time for courtesy, I'm moving too fast.

The campsite rush...
I had hopes of spending my first night at a familiar site. I wondered if that group coming up 
behind me would get there before me. "If I can get over the portage before they do, I'll be sure to 
get it". Hmmmm.... that attitude doesn't fit. Stop racing. They were Rangers and had no 
intention of stopping so early in the day. They were almost out of sight when I reached the 
campsite... only to find it occupied. LOL Later that evening I sat on the shore and enjoyed a toddy 
as I watched the glow of the campfire coming from across the lake

In REAL life, the grass may be greener on the other side... I will enjoy the view.

Loneliness...
I was lonely at times. Especially around the evening campfire. One day I thought about moving up 
to the front of the canoe for awhile to take a break from myself. Yes, I spent alot of time laughing 
at... to... and with... myself.

In REAL life, I will still be alone in the crowd. LOL

Music...
I listened. I sang. I wrote. If I have the opportunity for another longish solo I will certainly bring a 
pocket tape recorder. Some good material was lost... at least it was left there. 
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In REAL life, I will not lose the spirit to write.

Costs...
My body is still sore. Tthat too will pass, and I will begin to forget the costs of this adventure. But 
it is paying the cost that gives the adventure value. One of the reasons for the journal is to 
remember the costs... not only the good days of fishing, the meals that turn out perfectly, and a 
stack of welcome wood. But also the times of struggle... the physical and mental fatigue, the 
aches and pains. This fee is gladly paid.

In REAL life, I will remember that value costs. I will try to pay the cost with a smile on my face. I 
will remember that others will not find the value if I pay the cost for them.

Spending time...
The thing that made this trip different was time. It was a great gift. By having the time not to 
have to rush, I was able to let loose of trying to control the pace. I did not have to be at Lake B by 
the end of day 2 for things to be going well. What does Lake B offer that is really important to me 
that Lake A does not have? The most important goal was to appreciate each minute, and spend it 
in a way that would bring the biggest smile when I look back on it. 

In REAL life, I will remember that time is the gift. How to spend it in the best way? That choice is 
the responsility.

And if you have found your way to this ending, then I thank you for choosing to spend this time 
with me.

I can't believe it's over.

I can't wait to go back.

Doug Clark

Photos available at:
http://www.quietjourney.com/album/quetico-trip-03/index.html
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